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My mother taught school for thirty-five years. Twenty-seven of them were in grade two! 

Every night, before she left the classroom, she would do two things. First of all, she would 
straighten up the room - brushing the blackboards, picking up paper on the floor and 
organizing the top of her desk. Then she would bring out what she called her "Day Book" 
and write down all the things that she would do with the students the next day. 

Now this wasn't a very complex task. She might write "Focus on the letter M" or "Learn 
about measurement" or "Complete the Valentine craft". 

Once I asked her why it was so important for her to do this and learned a lesson that I value 
to this day. She explained that when she took a few minutes after the students left to 
prepare her daybook, she could create a clear and simple plan that would help everyone 
get a good start the following day. Also, she said that if she was ill then the substitute 
teacher would know exactly what to teach the children in her absence. I think she only 
missed about six days in her whole career because of illness but always had the plan in 
place in case it was needed. 

The end of mom's day in the classroom always set the tone for the beginning of the next 
day. In only a few minutes she would prepare a thoughtful written plan that she could 
depend on when the eager little students arrived with all of their noise and interruptions in 
the morning. 

I follow mom's example. Each night, before I leave the office, I ensure that I have cleaned 
off my desk and completed any little projects that are left undone. Then I review all the client 
files for the next day and make sure that I have any forms or handouts ready for each 
session. 

When I arrive at the office the next morning, I feel so organized and ready to go! If there 
happens to be a traffic hold-up, I am not scrambling as I go through the door and I'm not 
trying to run off documents or put things together while the client waits. It's amazing but it 
only takes about ten or fifteen minutes at night to set up a smooth and stress-free morning. 

What things could you do at night that would set you up for success the following day? 
What about making your lunch or laying out what you will wear? Perhaps making sure that 
dishes are done and put away or the washing machine is working on a load of dirties that 
you can quickly switch to the dryer in the morning. Even just emptying the garbage cans 
and putting a tied bag by the door to take out when you head to the car will save time the 
next day and allow you to leave the house with a feeling of accomplishment. 

You don't necessarily have to start a daybook like mom did but making a clear and simple 
plan at the end of each day will help you to have a good start the following day! 

 


